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.tSTRACT

This paper presents the resolution of somcalled thermodynamic

paradox, which was first pointed out by lax and Button. it is

shown that the Bresler's resolution is insufficient, and there

can exist a single unidirectional mode in a lossless medium. The

Poynting theorem is investigated for a discontinuity in the one-way

system, and the solution is shown to exhibit a marked discontinuity

depending on whether Conductivity is zero or approaches zero.

It is shown that Mawell's equations with completely lossless

medium which leads to thermodynamic paradox is in fact "Improperly-

posed problem," which does not correspond to physical reality.



The first one-way transmission system was proposed by Lord

Rayleigh [1901] [Hogan. 1956] using the Faraday rotation in an

optical system. Since then8 through the work of MMillian

[1946]. Gamo 959i and Others [Carn, 1954]. it is well-

established from general energy considerations that the one-way

transmission system must include resistive elements.

in 19556 however, Lax and Button [195. 1956] pointed out

the possibility of existence of one-way propagating mode in a

logaslesa ferrite loaded waveguideA thus apparently violating the

basic laws of thermodynamics. in in attempt to resolve this so-

called "thermodynamic paradox", it was argued that the power

flow in reverse direction takes place via cut-off modes [Kales,

1956]. That this does not provide a satisfactory resolution was

shown by Bresler [1960] and Seidel [1959]. At present, there are

two schools of thought on the resolution of this paradox. One

approach LSeidel. 195 7 is that a lossless ferrite medium possesses

an "intrinsic loss" based on a consideration of the atomic model

from which the ferrite properties are deduced. The other approach

was advanced by Bresler [1960]. in which he rejected the intrinsic

loss approach, and on the basis of the lossless permeability

diodics he showed that while a single unidirectional mode is

obtained for the ferrite slab placed at the guide wall, if a gap

of width d between the ferrite and the wall were considered, the

different secular equation results, and in the limit d - 0, there
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are always an even number of propagating modes$ half of which are

the forward waves and the other half the backward waves. Thus,

Bresler stated that this clears the way for the resolution of the

thermodynamic paradox.

This paper first shows that the Bresler's resolution is not

valid for the general case of a single unidirectional propagating

mode. There exists a unidirectional mode in a lossless medium.

in order to resolve this thermodynamic paradox, we first

note that there is no thermodynamic difficulties involved in an

infinite lossless system, and that the difficulty occurs only

when there iS some discontinuities in the waveguide, which include

input and output terminations.

Next, the Poynting theorem is studied in detail, in particular,

its integral form for the case of one-way system terminated with

a lossless short. It is shown that the solution and the power

relation show a marked discontinuity whether conductivity is zero

or approaches zero.

From this discontinuous behavior, it is shown that the

Maxwell's equations with conductivity approaching zero is "Properly-

posed problem" which corresponds to physical reality and which

satisfies three basic requirements. On the other hand, the Maxwellts

equations with zero conductivity is "Improperly-posed problem"

which does not correspond to physical reality and satisfies only

two of the three basic requirements.

Thus, the thermodynamic paradox is resolved by stating that
only "Improperly-posd problem" presents any themodynamic

Isdpo1 rsnt n h~~~
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difficulti s, and if the problem Is properly-posed, there is no

thermodynamic difficulty.

2. BrAesle r.sModes. and- the- FxListence of-_ .4-Sin. ae.- Undrection-Mode

In this section, it is shown that the discontinuous behavior

of the solution discussed by Brsler is hot valid for the general

case of a single unidirectional mode. and a single unidirectional

mode Can exist in a lossless medium

Instead of the ferrite loaded waveguides a simpler model

shown in Fig. 1 is chosen to illustrate the point.

Consider a semi-infinite lossless ferrite region y > d which

is bounded by an air gap d > y > 0 and an electric wall at y r 0.

The dc magnetic field is directed in z direction and it is assumed

that the geometry and the field quantities are independent of z

coordinate. The permeability tensor is given by

0 P

where

(I + ' -o-)(2)
~0"U

0 2 2
WU - -

-V M saturation magnetization frequency

o = 4koHi gyromagnetic resonance frequercy

The diffeorential equation for Ei n ferrite Is

k



(-+ + k 2)  2 =0 (3)e ay 2 E

where

kf 2

is given in terms of E3.

where

Now, matching the tangential electric field Ea and the magnetic

field Mx at the boundaries, we obtain a secular equation

Pi k k
Jkfy x i tonk d

where k is a propagation constant in x directiona and ky and

kfy are propagation constant in y direction in air and in ferrite

respectively. For comparisons let us consider the same problem

with a magnetic wall at y =0 . Then, the secular equation is

-jkfy + Kx =L 4 ky tan ky d (6)

First, we notice from (5) that when d = 0, the right hand

side becomes infinite, and there is no solution. However& the

solution of (6) exhibits a continuous behavior irrespective of

whether d 0 or d -O.
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Th: sane -.:Itu tiur takez r lace when a .los-les. Ilaa Is

hounded by an i:- go' and an electric wall. It can be shown

that in a frquency rarige

where wp is plasma frequency and uc is cyclotro'n frequerIcys a

unidirectional burf ace wave can propagate in a lossless opaque

plasma FIshimaru 1961 anrd 1962]. in this range the dielectric

constant is negatives and the plasma is opaques thus, there is no

radiation power. In such a Cases the only power flow is by means

of a single unidirectional surface wave mode without being

accompanied by any backward waves.

It is important to note that this single unidirectional wave

mode iS a surface wave type modes which means that the field decays

exponentially in transverse direction. As will be snown later*

this behavior is important in the discussion of the thermodynami:

paradox.

3. Povntina Theorem and Thermodynamig Paradox

In the previous section. it was shown that a unidirectional

surface wave can exist in a lossless medium.

We note. first of all$ that no thermodynamic paradox occurs

for an infinite uniform (or endless) lossless one way system.

For example. an infinite lossless wavegvide which carries the one

way mode does not violate any thermidynaiic laws because an energy

is being transferred from minus infinity to plus infinity Ond

there is no source or load which may be cooled or heated. The

Il
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same can be said About a ring type waveguide which propagates a

one-vay node.

Prom the above considerations, we note that the so-called

thermrodynanic paradox occurs only when there is some dilscontinuities

in the waveguide. The energy con' ideration which lead to McMil ian's

tonclu:;irn of resistive elemtnts in the one-way qystem was based

on the fact that the system ia terminated at both input and

output ends where the voltage or current ran be specified. This

is only possible when there is some discontinuities in the system.

Since there must be discontinjity in the waveguide in order

for the thermodynamic difficulty to occur, let us consideor a

typical problem of terminating the one-way system by a lossless

short circuit. This is shown in Fig. 2. In order to investigate

this problems it is necessary to examine the Poynting theorem.

From the Maxwell's equations, we get

V • E x H = [E . D - N* • B]

Taking the volume integral of the both sides of the equation, we get

-D- (8)

provided that such an integral exists.

It is significant to note that this well known integral form

is valid only when the integration can be performed to yield a

finite value.

Let us first recognize that for the case of lOssleas medium,

and £ are iermitian& and thus the Integand in the right side of
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(8) is pure imaginary as is well known. We note first the apparent

difficulty associated with this problem. From the integral form of

Poynting theorems provided that this forrm i vaid, the left side

of (8) has a real part representing the real power carried by the

one-way mode. The right harnd side, however, has th pure inaginary

integrand, and it apjpears tht the integral may al io be pure

imaginary. Thus, the real power carried by the one-iay mode must

be equal to the imaginary powers which is contradictory,

To investigate this difficulty more closelys let us consider a

simple example.

Let us consider an opaque plasma bounded by an electric wall

as shown in Fig. 3. The one way iurface wave mode propagates

towards the right. Suppose that the magnetic wall is placed as

shown, which does not support the propagating mode. Thus, the real

power carried by the one-way mode is being stopped by a lossless

wall.

Firsts consider the behavior of the field components near this

corner. H satisfies the wave equation.

8 + +k2 ) H oa 0 -k2_ p=2 2 p x k

The boundary condition on the electric wall is

The boundary condition on magnetic wall is

H 0 (11)

The dielectric tensor of the pasm is given by



e Jq 0

-jq e 0 (12)

where
2

+ 2

W_ W
c2()

2

U -W

2 2

The plus sign in (1,4) is when the dc magnetic field is directed

in z directions and the minus sign is for -z direction.

We note that In a frequency range given by (7).

Hz can be represented by

whrev is a Bessel function of order vt an -v!i osnt

Consider small distance from the corner.

I kpp(I<<)
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Then, the first dominant term of H- is
a

Hz = pv sin vvs o (18)

From the boundary condition,

tanvg J (19)

Since I x,I > 1, there is at least one root of (19) which is

pure imaginary. This imaginary root represents the exponential

decay in transverse direction and this corresponds to the oneway

mode. The other field components are

E- i eT v(cos 4j + JX sin v$)

---- 1v-I v(JX cos v$ - sin vo)
= JuT

D - Cos O (20)

D L v-I sinv

Let us calculate the right hand integral of (8).

jw E *D dV

- V(v + v V djfo Ox Cos
T o 0

-sin v0) sin v*g do (21)

First* we note that if the medium and the boundaries are
c¢ompletely lossless, v is pure imaginary, and thus, v + v = 0.

i
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However. the integrand contains p" -1 which becomes p-. Thus,

this integrand is indeterminate* and moreover this integral is

not defined because the behavior of the integrand at p z0

cannot be definitely known.

Howevera if the integration is performed before the medium is

allowed to become loesless then

Jw E • dV

*i 3L v-y --- so j in V + Cotsro
JUE T P Lv

+ v (Ix sinh vio - cosh v (22)

provided that v + > 0. and v = + jVi. As the medium becomes

losslessa vr . 0.

Thus Jw E D dV = 1 
(23)

SV 2we T1 0 ()

The left side of the integral of (8) is

E x H -"
S

" ,,, - 0:,,-  -(J sin vo + os v-r-
r r

SI M %,,g o (x si h o sh V Vo)] ( 2 )

IV



irrespective of whether v is real$ imaginary or complex. The above

results can be summarized as follows:

The power relation represented by the integral form cf the

Poynting theorem shows a marked discontinuous behavior depending

on whether the conductivity of dielectric medium and the resistivity

of conductor is zero or approaches zero* i.e., 1 a 0, 1/a = 0 or

a 00 1/ * 0.

In terms of the integrals in (8), these two cases correspond

to the integration being performed zjLt= or before d(and 1/o) is

allowed to become zero.

The left side of (8)

S E x H* dS
S

yields the real power, irrespective of whether integration if

performed before or after the limit c - 0.

lim E x H*• dSJ lim [E x H] • dS

Srea (25)
2weT--

Hbwevers the right side of (8) is not defined if the limit

is taken before the integration, and this is the case which yields

the thermodynamic difficulty. if the limit is taken after the

Integration* this yields the same result as (25) and there is no

difficulty associated with the power. It may be Interesting to

note that even though the Integrand of the right side of (8) is

pure imaginary for lossless mediums when the integration is
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perforied bofore thi limit c - 0 is taken, then the limit is purely

real representing the real power dissipation.

lim jw(E • D*  H • 9) dV real (26)
U-,O V T

lim Jw (E • D - H* B) dv Not defined (27)

v 0

o. Resolution--ofiThermodvnanic Paradox

In the preceding sections it was shown that the solution of

Maxwell's equations show a remarkable discontinuity at a = 0

for dielectric and 1/a * 0 for conductor. It was shown that if

or = 0 and 1/ = 0, then the integral form of Poyntihg theorem is

not valid, and, tiherefores the power relations cannot be meaning-

fully discussed. Also, this case leads to so-called thermodynamic

paradox, On the other hand, if c and 1/a are allowed to approach

zero, then the Poynting theorem is valid and there is no

thermodynamic difficulty.

Our problem is to investigate why one solution of Maxwell's

equations* namely the case a = 0, I/V = O yields such difficulties*

while the other solution, c - 0 and 1/ca - 0 s offers no difficulty

at 41.

We may be tempted to say that the latter is because of its
intrinsic loss as was proposed by Seidel. Ikwever, we do not

wish to rely on the intrinsic loss idea. We wish to resolve this

difficulty within the framework of Maxwell's equation Itself, as

was advocated by Bresler. in other words, we wish to choose one

of the two solutions, purely on the basis of mathematical problems.
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without employing the idea of atomic model or the intrinsic loss.

In order to do this, it is first necessary to investigate

what must be the requirements of the mathematical problems if

this problem is to correspond to physical reality. These

requirements are explored by Courant [1962]. In general, there

are three requirements which a mathematical problem should

satisfy:

They are:

1(l) The solution must exists.

(2) !he solution must be uniquely determined.

(3) The solution should depend continuously on the data.

The lost requirement is most important for our discussion. This

requirement is necessary if thi3 mathematical problem is to describe

natural phenomena. The data such as times space coordinate. angle$

dielectric constant, permeability& conductivity, etc.8 can only be

given within a certain margin, and these data cannot be measured

without a certain amount of error. Therefore, for a small

variation of the data$ the variation of the solution must be also

small if this problem is to describe physical phenomena.

The mathematical problem which satisfies these three require-

ments is called "Properly-posed problem", while the problem whose

solution exists and is uniquely determined, but does not continuou-

sly depend on the data$ is called "Improperly-posed problem".

From this considerations it is now possible to clearly resolve

the thermodynamic paradox.

We note that the solution shows a sharp discontinuity at

LI



r= 0 and I/o 0. Thus. the Maxwell1' equation fh.r p'urely lo!sless

medium constitutes "lIn.,roperly-poseJ problem", which sl.irny does not

correspond to physical reality. This is why this los~less case

leads to so-called "trermodynamic paOradox", which doe,; not exist

in reality.

On the other hand, the Maxwell$s equation with medium whose

conductivity approaches zero, constitutes "Properly-posed problem"S

and indeed there is no thermodynamic difficulties involved.

5. Some Related P-cblems

It may be interesting to note that the idea of "Improperly-

posed problem" may be applicable to cther physical problem,.

Fcr examples the edge conditicn in a usual sense r -eins, 1955]

which states that the energy in any small volume containing the

edge should be finite4 is meaningless In the problem dlscussed in

the previous section. instead, the condition should be stated as

limJ (F - D + H* B) dV = finite. (28)
o40"V

Felsen [1959] observed that, in the case of wedge with linearly

varying impedance, the edge condition is apparently violated unless

a small loss is introduced. This is in fact the same situations

and the above edge condition should be employed.

Another situation Is Fourier transform applied to physical

problems, In order for Fourier transform to be validp it is

necessary to assume that the wave number * has a small imaginary

pert.. This is also an example of "Properly-posed problem".
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